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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
detecting a live adaptive bit rate (ABR) stream, for ex-
ample, a live HTTP adaptive video stream, being down-
loaded from a content server to a client.

Background

[0002] Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) streaming, for exam-
ple, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Adaptive Video
Streaming (AVS), is a known technique used to stream
video (and/or other content) over the Internet and other
communications networks.
[0003] In order to support ABR streaming, typically, a
video server, in a communication network, makes avail-
able for download multiple variants of the same video
content, each variant having one or more characteristics
associated therewith that are different to those of the oth-
er versions. For example, the one or more characteristics
may relate to video quality, as indicated, for example, by
the bit rate, or the resolution that is being used.
[0004] Each variant is sub divided into a plurality of
consecutive smaller multi-seconds parts known as seg-
ments or chunks. Each segment is typically between 2
to 10 seconds of duration. The video server also makes
available a so called manifest file (sometimes referred to
as a playlist) which contains information (e.g. meta-data)
describing each and every available segment which is to
be used by a client device in order to play back segments.
A manifest file also contains a different pointer to or an
address (typically a Uniform Resource Locator (URL))
for each segment of each variant of the video content, or
alternatively, a different pointer to an address (again typ-
ically a URL) for each version of the video content and a
byte range for each different segment within each ver-
sion. This segment pointer information enables a client
device to individually request segments from the server.
[0005] Prior to downloading desired ABR video content
from the video server, a client device first downloads the
manifest file for that video content and uses the manifest
file to identify the different available versions of the video
content. Based on the information in the manifest file, the
client sends sequential HTTP requests for segments of
the video content, the segments being of the variant that
has a quality level most appropriate for the download
bandwidth currently available to the client device.
[0006] Typically, in ABR streaming, a HTTP GET re-
quest issued over a given TCP connection will only be
issued by a client device for the next segment in the se-
quence when the complete previous segment has been
received in a HTTP RESPONSE corresponding to the
previous HTTP GET request issued over that given TCP
connection.
[0007] The client device continuously monitors the
available download bandwidth and if it finds that the band-

width has deteriorated to an extent that it is now too low
for the variant of the segments currently being download-
ed, the client device starts to request the next segments
for displaying the video content from a lower quality var-
iant (if available). Conversely, if it finds that the bandwidth
has improved to an extent that it can accommodate a
higher quality variant than that of the segments currently
being downloaded, the client device starts to request the
next segments for displaying the video content from a
higher quality variant (if available).
[0008] Accordingly, ABR streaming enables a user de-
vice to dynamically select the best available stream ac-
cording to network throughput. Requesting segments
one after the other at possibly different resolutions can
result in a smoother video experience for a user even if
the available bandwidth varies.
[0009] Current proprietary implementations of ABR
streaming include Microsoft’s ’Smooth Streaming’ imple-
mented by its Silverlight player, Apple’s ’HTTP Live
Streaming’ (also known as HLS) implemented in its desk-
top and mobile products, and Adobe’s ’HTTP Dynamic
Streaming’ implemented by its Flash player (v10.1 and
later). All three of these implementations support H.264
as a video codec and Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) as
an audio codec.
[0010] In addition, the standards body 3GPP has de-
fined its standard ’Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HT-
TP’ and the standards body MPEG its standard ’Dynamic
Adaptive HTTP Streaming’ (also known as DASH).
[0011] ABR streaming may support both Video on De-
mand (VoD) content and Live content.
[0012] In the case of VoD, all of the video content of a
given video presentation (e.g. a music video, a movie,
etc) is available at the content server before a client re-
quests to view that presentation. The client first down-
loads the manifest file for that video presentation and
then, as described above, uses the manifest file to re-
quest from the content server video segments listed in
the manifest file.
[0013] In the case of live content (e.g. live video of a
sporting event, a live video call, a live video game being
played etc), the video content of a given presentation is
made available at the content server immediately after
an encoder generates the video content so that a client
can view the video content in near real time. The client
first downloads an initial manifest file that lists those video
segments that are initially available and uses the initial
manifest file to start request video segments from the
content server. The client then periodically re-requests
(i.e. reloads) the manifest file, which is kept updated by
the provider with information regarding newly available
video segments, and requests video segments using its
updated manifest file.
[0014] An intermediate network element, for example
a proxy server in a cellular communications network, sit-
ting in the data path between an ABR client and an ABR
content server can be used by the network operator to
manage the ABR stream and/or to collect analytical data
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about the ABR stream.
[0015] In our co-pending application GB1516070.8,
there is described a technique by means of which an
intermediate network element may detect that data being
downloaded from a content server to a client via the in-
termediate network element is an ABR stream.
[0016] In our co-pending application GB 1516071.6,
there is described a technique by means of which an
intermediate network element may control the bandwidth
made available for an ABR stream.
[0017] It is desirable for such an intermediate server
to further be able to detect that an ABR stream is a live
ABR stream.
[0018] US2015/0304196 describes streaming video
monitoring using CDN data feeds.
[0019] US2011/0082924 describes managing network
traffic by editing a manifest file.

Summary of the Invention

[0020] According to the invention, there is provided the
method of claim 1.
[0021] According to the invention, there is also provid-
ed an apparatus comprising a processing system ar-
ranged to implement this method.
[0022] According to the invention, there is also provid-
ed a computer programme comprising a set of instruc-
tions, which, when executed by a processing system
causes the system to implement the method of claim 1.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0023] Methods and systems for will now be described
as an embodiment, by way of example only, with refer-
ence to the accompanying figures in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a content de-
livery system;
Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of models of an
ABR VoD flow and ABR Live flow;
Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of a split TCP
connection between a client and an origin server via
an intermediate server;
Figure 4 is a schematic illustration of an exchange
of messages in an example embodiment of the in-
vention;
Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of a system of
monitoring data flowing at Layer 4;
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a proxy server.

[0024] Several parts and components appear in more
than one Figure; for the sake of clarity the same reference
numeral will be used to refer to the same part and com-
ponent in all of the Figures.

Detailed Description of Illustrative Embodiments

A content delivery system

[0025] Fig. 1 depicts a content delivery system 100 in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. As de-
scribed in more detail below, the content delivery system
100 includes a plurality of client devices 102, an interme-
diate network entity 104, an access network 106, a data
network 108 and a plurality of origin servers 110.
[0026] A client device 102 is any networked device in-
cluding, without limitation, a mobile phone, a smart
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a tablet, a set-
top box, a video player, a laptop, or a personal computer
(PC). In one embodiment, a client device 102 is a wireless
device that can support at least one of various different
radio frequency (RF) communications protocols, includ-
ing without limitation, Global System for Mobile commu-
nications (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA),
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMax) and communications protocols as defined by
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) or the 3rd

Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2), 4G Long
Term Evolution (LTE) and IEEE 802.16 standards bod-
ies.
[0027] Although some wireless communications pro-
tocols are identified herein, it should be understood that
the present disclosure is not limited to the cited wireless
communications protocols. In another embodiment, a cli-
ent device 102 is a wired device that communicates with
the intermediate network device 104 through a commu-
nication interface, such as analog modem, ISDN modem
or terminal adapter, DSL modem, cable modem, Ether-
net/IEEE 802.3 interface, or a combination thereof. In
another embodiment, a client device 102 is connected
to the intermediate network device 104 via a combination
of wireless and wired communication interfaces.
[0028] In this example, the intermediate network entity
is a proxy server 104 in the data communications path
between the client devices 102 and the origin servers
110. In one embodiment, the proxy is a transparent proxy
that passes requests and responses (e.g., HTTP re-
quests and responses) between client devices such as
a client device 102 and host servers such as an origin
server 110 without modifying the requests and respons-
es. A proxy that simply passes requests and responses
is often referred to as a gateway or tunneling proxy. In
another embodiment, the proxy is a non-transparent
proxy that can modify requests and responses between
client devices and host servers in order to provide addi-
tional services. For example, a non-transparent proxy
may provide media caching services, group annotation
services, media type transformation services, or protocol
reduction services.
[0029] In one embodiment, the proxy server 104 is part
of the access network 106, which provides a communi-
cations interface for the client devices 102 to access the
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origin servers 110 via the data network 108 which may
be, for example, the Internet or an intranet. Typical ac-
cess networks include wireless service provider net-
works (e.g., that offer 3G, 4G and/or WiFi access) and
Internet Service Providers (ISPs, e.g., that offer dial-up,
DSL, and cable modem access). A private enterprise net-
work can also serve as the access network if client de-
vices within the private enterprise network can access
the Internet through the private enterprise network.
[0030] In one embodiment, the access network 106 is
a wireless service provider network that provides a wire-
less communications interface for the client device. The
wireless service provider network is accessible on a sub-
scription basis (e.g., prepaid or post-paid) as is known in
the field. In an embodiment, the wireless service provider
network is a closed domain that is accessible only by a
subscriber (e.g. a user of the user device) that is in good
standing with the operator of the wireless service provider
network. Accordingly, as is well known in the field,
amongst other components, the access network may 106
include a radio access network (not shown) and an In-
ternet gateway (not shown). The radio access network
includes one or more base stations to facilitate commu-
nications among wireless devices that are within a com-
munication range of the base stations.
[0031] Each base station has at least one RF trans-
ceiver and the base stations communicate with the wire-
less devices using RF communication signals. The radio
access network facilitates network communications
among multiple wireless devices within the same wire-
less service provider network and between wireless de-
vices in other wireless service provider networks and pro-
vides interfaces to facilitate communications with other
entities, such as a Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN), a Wide Area Network (WAN), the Internet, In-
ternet servers, hosts, etc., which are outside of the wire-
less service provider network.
[0032] In an embodiment, the wireless service provider
network is operated by a single wireless service provider,
such as, for example, AT&T, VERIZON, T-MOBILE, and
SPRINT. The Internet gateway (not shown) of the access
network provides a gateway for communications be-
tween the client device 102 and Internet-connected hosts
and/or servers, which can also be referred to as the
"cloud." The Internet gateway may include a Serving
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Support Node
(SGSN) and a Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN).
In this way, the access network 106 provides access to
the Internet for its subscribers.
[0033] The origin servers 110 can be any devices or
systems that host digital content, which can be stored in
various formats, such as video files, audio files, and/or
text files. In one embodiment, an origin server 110 is an
Internet-connected host or server that hosts Internet ac-
cessible content elements. The origin server may be a
web server that can be accessed via, for example, HTTP,
Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), or File Trans-
fer Protocol (FTP). A content element is any set of digital

data suitable for transfer in a networked environment,
such as video files, markup language files, scripting lan-
guage files, music files, image files or any other type of
resource that can be located and addressed through, for
example, the Internet.
[0034] At least one of the origin servers 110 makes
available a live multimedia presentation, for example a
video presentation or other content, using Live adaptive
bitrate streaming, for example, HTTP adaptive stream-
ing. Accordingly, an origin server 110 makes available
content that is divided into a plurality of segments or por-
tions with each segment or portion being available at dif-
ferent resolutions or quality levels.
[0035] The proxy server 104 comprises a data flow
monitoring and control component 112 that monitors a
data flow between a client 102 and an origin server 110
that passes through the proxy server 104. The data flow
may comprise a series of data requests, for example,
Application Layer (known as Layer 7 in the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model) protocol (e.g. HTTP or HT-
TPs) requests sent from a client 102 to an origin server
110 and a corresponding series of data responses, for
example, Layer 7 responses sent back from the origin
server 110 to the client 102.
[0036] In one example, the monitoring and control
component 112 is able to monitor the data flow at the
transport layer (i.e. Layer 4 in the OSI model) and is ca-
pable of identifying that the data flow is a live ABR stream-
ing data flow.

Dataflow models for VOD ABR streaming and Live ABR 
streaming

[0037] Figure 2 illustrates a data flow model for the
data requested by and downloaded to a client (not illus-
trated in the Figure) in the case of VOD ABR streaming
and in the case of Live ABR streaming.
[0038] The upper section of Figure 2 illustrates a data
flow 200a received at the client when the data flow 200a
comprises a VOD ABR stream. The data flow 200a com-
prises a manifest file 201, which is initially downloaded
by the client, followed by a sequence of video segments
203 download by the client using information contained
in the manifest file 201.
[0039] The lower section of Figure 2 illustrates a data
flow 200b received at the client when the data flow 200b
comprises a live ABR stream. The data flow 200b is ini-
tially matches that of the data flow 200a in that it com-
prises an initial manifest file 201 followed by a sequence
of video segments 203 download by the client using in-
formation contained in the initial manifest file 201. Sub-
sequently, the data flow 200b comprises updated mani-
fest files 201, each containing information on newly avail-
able video segments, which are periodically downloaded
by the client and are interspersed with video segments
203.
[0040] Nearly all live ABR streams will follow the pat-
tern of having multiple, relatively small, manifest files in-
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terspersed with multiple, relatively large, video seg-
ments. A HTTP response that carries a manifest file typ-
ically has a data size in the range 1000 to 3000 Bytes
whereas a HTTP response that carries an ABR video
segment has a much larger data size, typically in the
range 102401 Bytes to 1048577 Bytes depending upon
the duration and resolution of the segment.
[0041] As will be explained in greater detail below, the
monitoring and control component 112 monitors data
flows flowing through the proxy server 104 and identifies
a data flow as being a live ABR stream in response to
determining that a sequence of responses in the data
flow has a pattern that is consistent with the expected
pattern of a live ABR stream.

Split TCP connection between a client and a server

[0042] In the examples that will be described below,
as is illustrated in Figure 3, a client device 102 commu-
nicates with any given server 110 via a transport layer
connection 300, for example a TCP connection, that is
split in two at the proxy server 104. The split TCP con-
nection 300 comprises a first TCP connection 302a be-
tween the client device 102 and the proxy server 104 and
a second TCP connection 302b between the proxy server
104 and the origin server 110. The first TCP connection
302a is defined by a client side TCP socket 102a at the
client device 102 opened by a client application 102b,
and a client side socket 104a, at the proxy server 104,
opened by the proxy server 104. The second TCP con-
nection 302b is defined by a server side TCP socket
104b, at the proxy server 104, opened by the proxy server
104 and a server socket 110a, at the origin server 110,
opened by the origin server 110. The split TCP connec-
tion 204a, 204b as a whole is defined by the combination
of the client socket at the client device 102 and the server
socket at the content server 110.
[0043] As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art,
as is standard in the field, the first TCP connection 302a
between the client 102a and the proxy server 104 is es-
tablished using a TCP 3-way handshake (not illustrated).
This TCP handshake comprises a SYN packet sent from
the client 102a to the origin server 110 but which is in-
tercepted by the proxy server 104, a SYN-ACK sent from
the proxy server 104 to the client 102a in response to the
SYN, and an ACK sent from the client 102a in response
to the SYN-ACK which is also intercepted by the proxy
server 104.
[0044] Similarly, the second TCP connection 304b be-
tween the proxy server 104 and the origin server 110 is
established using a 3-way handshake (not illustrated).
This TCP handshake 403 comprises a SYN packet sent
from the proxy server 104 to the origin server 110, a SYN-
ACK sent from the proxy server 104 to the origin server
110 in response to the SYN, and an ACK sent from the
origin server 110 in response to the SYN-ACK.
[0045] In some examples, the connection between the
client 102a and the origin server 110 is secured in ac-

cordance with a suitable security protocol, for example
SSL or TLS. To that end, the client 102a and the origin
server 110 exchange, over the spilt TCP connection 300,
hand shake messages (not shown) in accordance with
the particular security protocol that is being used. These
messages pass through the proxy server 104 which may
read them. Typically, the messages exchanged in a se-
curity handshake enable the client 102a and the origin
server 110 to agree on a version of the protocol to use,
select cryptographic algorithms, and establish a shared
secret key for encrypting/decrypting the payloads of sub-
sequent TCP segments that will later be exchanged be-
tween the two. The handshake messages may also pro-
vide the client 102a with the origin server’s 110 digital
certificate which the client 102a can validate in order to
authenticate the origin server 110.
[0046] A client 102a and an origin server 110 typically
communicate over the split TCP connection session 300
using a Layer 7 (i.e. presentation Layer) protocol, which
in the case of an ABR streaming download is typically
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or HTTPs if the
connection is secure. For convenience, as used herein,
HTTP will be used to refer to both non-secure HTTP con-
nections and secure HTTPs connections.
[0047] The client 102a sends one or more HTTP re-
quests to the origin server 110 and for each request a
corresponding HTTP response is sent in reply from the
origin server 110 to the client device 102a. In the case
of an ABR streaming download, a HTTP request may be
for a manifest file in which case the corresponding HTTP
response contains the manifest file or a HTTP request
may be for a given segment of video in which case the
corresponding HTTP response contains that segment of
video.
[0048] As is standard in TCP/IP networks, each HTTP
request and each HTTP response is transported over the
split TCP connection 300 in one or more TCP segments
(with each TCP segment itself being transported in one
or more IP packets).
[0049] The proxy server 104 acts as a TCP proxy serv-
er which in respect of HTTP requests being sent from
the client device 102 to the origin server 110 reads TCP
payload data received at its client side socket 104a and
writes that TCP payload data to its server side socket
104b for onwards transmission to the origin server 110
and in respect of HTTP responses being sent from the
origin server 110 to the client device 102 reads TCP pay-
load data received at its server side socket 104b and
writes that TCP payload data to its client side socket 104a
for onwards transmission to the client device 102.
[0050] In the examples described below, the proxy
server 104 does not reassemble any of the HTTP re-
quests or HTTP responses from the TCP payload data
that makes up those HTTP requests or HTTP responses
(i.e. the proxy server 104 acts as a TCP proxy).
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Monitoring messages exchanged between a client and 
content servers in a Data Flow and identifying that Data 
Flow as a Live ABR stream

[0051] Referring now to Figure 4, there is illustrated an
exchange of Layer 7 messages between a client 102a,
a proxy server 104, a first origin server 110a and a second
origin server 110b in a dataflow of a first example.
[0052] In this example, as is often the case in practice,
a provider of a live ABR video presentation makes avail-
able a manifest file for that live ABR video presentation
at a first origin server 110a and makes available the cor-
responding video content for that live ABR video pres-
entation at a different second origin server 110b. It should
be appreciated, however, that the provider may alterna-
tively make the manifest file and the corresponding video
content available at the same origin server (e.g. within
the same domain).
[0053] The client 102a, for example a browser or a ded-
icated video playing app, running at a client device peri-
odically requests the manifest file for the live ABR video
presentation from the first origin server 110a and video
segments for the live ABR video presentation from the
second origin server 110b.
[0054] As described in Figure 2, the client 102a com-
municates with the first origin server 110a over a TCP
connection that is split at the proxy server 104 and like-
wise with the second origin server 110b over another
TCP connection that is also split at the proxy server 104.
[0055] At step 401, the client 102a sends a HTTP re-
quest for an ABR manifest file to the manifest origin serv-
er 110a. This may occur, for example, in response to a
user of the client 102a selecting to view a Live ABR pres-
entation by activating a link (e.g. clicking) displayed by
the client 102a on the display of a client device 102. The
proxy server 104 receives the HTTP request and for-
wards it, at step 403, to the manifest origin server 110a.
[0056] At step 405, manifest origin server 110a sends
a HTTP response that includes the ABR manifest file to
the client 102a. The proxy server 104 receives the HTTP
response and forwards it, at step 407, to the client 102a.
[0057] The proxy server 104 maintains a session
cache for the client 102a and records in the session cache
that the client 102a has sent a request to the domain of
the manifest origin server 110a and that a corresponding
response has been received from manifest origin server
110a. Information stored in the session cache regarding
the domain of the manifest origin server 110a can be
indexed using the destination IP address and port of the
manifest origin server 110a.
[0058] In one example, the proxy server 104 further
maintains a first file containing a list of domains that are
known to provide ABR manifest files. The proxy server
104 obtains the domain of the manifest origin server 110a
and performs a look up in the file to determine if that
domain is listed or not. If the domain is listed in the file,
the proxy server 104 determines that the client 102a is
communicating with a domain known to provide ABR

manifest files. The proxy server 104 updates the session
cache for the client 102a in respect of the domain of the
manifest origin server 110a to indicate that the domain
is one known to provide ABR manifest files. Examples
of ways in which the proxy server 104 may obtain the
domain of the manifest origin server 110a using one or
more messages sent by the client 102a will be explained
below.
[0059] The proxy server 104 determines the data size
of the response when the response is received from the
manifest server 110a and is forwarded to the client 102a
and, at step 409, the proxy server 104 adds an entry into
the client’s 102a session cache indicating the data size
of the response. In one example, as will be explained
below, the proxy server 104 may determine the data size
of the response by the monitoring and control component
112 monitoring the response at Layer 4 as it passes
through the proxy server 104 and counting the number
of Bytes in the response.
[0060] At step 411, the client 102a sends a HTTP re-
quest for an ABR segment, indexed in the manifest file,
to the video origin server 110a. The proxy server 104
receives the HTTP request and forwards it, at step 413,
to the video origin server 110b.
[0061] At step 415, the video origin server 110b sends
a HTTP response that includes the requested ABR seg-
ment to the client 102a. The proxy server 104 receives
the HTTP response and forwards it, at step 417, to the
client 102a.
[0062] The proxy server 104 records in the session
cache that the client 102a has sent a request to the do-
main of the video origin server 110b and that a corre-
sponding response has been received from the video
origin server 110b. Information stored in the session
cache regarding the domain of the video origin server
110b can be indexed using the destination IP address
and port of the video origin server 110b.
[0063] In one example, the proxy server 104 further
maintains a second file containing a list of domains that
are known to provide ABR video segments. The proxy
server 104 obtains the domain of the video origin server
110b and performs a look up in the second file to deter-
mine if that domain is listed or not. If the domain is listed
in the second file, the proxy server 104 determines that
the client 102a is communicating with a domain known
to provide ABR video segments. Examples of ways in
which the proxy server 104 may obtain the domain of the
video origin server 110b using one or more messages
sent by the client 102a will be explained below.
[0064] The proxy server 104 determines the data size
of the response when the response is received from the
video origin server 110b and forwarded to the client 102a
and, at step 419, the proxy server 104 adds an entry into
the client’s 102a second session cache of the domain of
the video origin server 110b indicating the data size of
the response. As already mentioned above, in one ex-
ample, as will be explained below, the proxy server 104
may determine the data size of the response by the mon-
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itoring and control component 112 monitoring the re-
sponse at Layer 4 as it passes through the proxy server
104 and counting the number of Bytes in the response.
[0065] Steps 417 to 419 are repeated in respect of each
video segment, listed in the manifest file, which is down-
loaded by the client 102a.
[0066] At step 421, the client 102a again sends a HTTP
request for the ABR manifest file to the manifest origin
server 110a. The proxy server 104 receives the HTTP
request and forwards it, at step 423, to the manifest origin
server 110a.
[0067] At step 425, the manifest origin server 110a
sends a HTTP response that includes the latest version
of ABR manifest file to the client 102a. The proxy server
104 receives the HTTP response and forwards it, at step
427, to the client 102a.
[0068] Again, the proxy server 104 measures the data
size of this response and, at step 429, the proxy server
104 updates the client’s 102a first session cache of the
domain of the manifest origin server 110a to indicate the
size of the response.
[0069] At step 431, the proxy server 104 determines
that the pattern of the responses in the data session in-
volving the client 102a, namely, at least two responses
that each has a data size consistent with that expected
of a manifest file of an ABR presentation, between which
there are one or more responses that each has a data
size consistent with that expected for a video segment
of an ABR presentation, is consistent with a response
pattern of a Live ABR streaming session and declares or
classifies that the session is a Live ABR streaming ses-
sion.
[0070] The proxy server 104 may update the first and
second session caches for the client 102a in respect of
the domains of the manifest origin server 110a and the
video origin server 110b to indicate that the client 102a
is in a Live ABR streaming session.
[0071] It will be understood that steps 411 to steps 417
(i.e. requesting by and downloading to the client 102a of
video segments indexed in the manifest file) and steps
421 to 421 to 427 (i.e. requesting by and downloading to
the client 102a of the most up to date manifest file) are
then repeated until the session ends.
[0072] Having classified the dataflow in the session as
being live ABR, the proxy server 104 may then optimise
the dataflow in a way that is appropriate for Live ABR
and/or collect analytics appropriate for Live ABR.
[0073] It will be appreciated that the sequence of steps
outlined in Figure 4 is an example only and that the order
of the sequence of steps and the nature of the steps may
be different in different examples.

Determining data size of a Layer 7 response by monitor-
ing data flow at Layer 4

[0074] In this example, the proxy server 104 is a TCP
proxy server and so the data that passes though it does
so at Layer 4 (i.e. the transport layer) and that data is not

reassembled into Layer 7 HTTP requests or responses.
Accordingly, the ABR monitoring and control component
112 determines the data size, or an estimate thereof, of
each HTTP response by analyzing the data flow at Layer
4. Advantageously, this approach enables the download
to be identified as a Live ABR download without having
to inspect the headers of the Layer 7 requests or respons-
es for information identifying the nature of the download
(which would not even be possible when the requests
and/or the responses are encrypted).
[0075] Figure 5 illustrates one example of a method by
which the streaming monitoring and control component
112 may determine the data size of any given HTTP re-
sponse by monitoring data flowing at Layer 4.
[0076] In this example, the proxy server 104 receives
at the client side TCP socket 104a TCP payload data that
makes up a first HTTP request 501 from the client (not
shown in Figure 5). In the context of Figure 3, if the first
HTTP request 501 is a request for a manifest file, then
the content server it is intended for is the manifest file
content server 110a and so the split TCP connection is
between the client and the manifest file content server
110a. If, on the other hand, the first HTTP request 501
is a request for a video segment, then the content server
it is intended for is the video content server 110b and so
the split TCP connection is between the client and the
video content server 110b.
[0077] It will be appreciated that, in accordance with
the standard TCP/IP protocol stack, the TCP payload
data arrives at the proxy server 104 over the first TCP
connection 204a encapsulated in one or more IP packets.
The IP Layer at the proxy server 104 reassembles these
one or more IP packets into TCP data (i.e. the IP Layer
strips out the IP headers of the one or more IP packets)
and presents this TCP data to the TCP layer at the proxy
server 104. The TCP layer strips out the TCP headers in
this TCP data to provide the TCP payload data.
[0078] The proxy server 104 reads that TCP payload
data from the client side socket 104a and writes it to the
server side TCP socket 104b for onwards transmission
of data of the first HTTP request 501 to the origin server
(not shown in Figure 5). Again, it will be appreciated that,
in accordance with the TCP/IP protocol stack, the TCP
layer at the proxy server 110 will add appropriate TCP
headers to the TCP payload data and pass this TCP data
to the IP layer at the proxy server 104 which transmits it
to the origin server encapsulated in one or more IP pack-
ets.
[0079] Subsequently, the proxy server 104 then re-
ceives at the server side TCP socket 104b TCP payload
data that makes up a HTTP response 503 to the first
HTTP request 501. Again, in the context of Figure 3, if
the first HTTP response 503 comprises a manifest file,
then the content server it is received from is the manifest
file content server 110a. If, on the other hand, the first
HTTP response 503 comprises a video segment, then
the content server it is received from is the video content
server 110b.
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[0080] Again, it will be appreciated that, in accordance
with the TCP/IP protocol stack, this TCP payload data
arrives at the proxy server 104 over the second TCP con-
nection 204b encapsulated in one or more IP packets.
The IP Layer at the proxy server 104 reassembles these
one or more IP packets into TCP data (i.e. the IP Layer
strips out the IP headers of the one or more IP packets)
and presents this TCP data to the TCP layer at the proxy
server 104. The TCP layer strips out the TCP headers in
this TCP data to provide the TCP payload data.
[0081] The proxy server 104 reads that data from the
server side TCP socket and writes it to the client side
TCP socket for onwards transmission to the client 102b.
Again, it will be appreciated that, in accordance with the
TCP/IP protocol stack, the TCP layer at the proxy server
104 will add appropriate TCP headers to the TCP payload
data and pass this TCP data to the IP layer at the proxy
server 104 which it transmits it to the client application
102b encapsulated in one or more IP packets.
[0082] During this process, the monitoring and control
component 112 maintains a running count of the amount
data (i.e. the number of Bytes) that are read from the
server side TCP socket 104b and then writing to the client
side TCP socket 104a.
[0083] Then, at some subsequent point in time, the
proxy server 104 receives at the client side TCP socket
104a, TCP payload data that makes up a subsequent
HTTP request 505. The reception of this data at the client
side TCP socket 104a indicates to the monitoring and
control component 112 that the data of the first HTTP
response 501 has now fully passed through the proxy
server 104 (because a subsequent HTTPs request is not
sent by the client application until it receives the previous
response) and hence the count of the TCP payload data
that makes up the first HTTP response 503 is now com-
plete.
[0084] Alternatively or additionally, a timer is re-set
each time new data arrives at the server side TCP socket
104b and if the timer times out without further data arriv-
ing at the at the server side TCP socket 104b it is deter-
mined that the TCP payload data that makes up the first
HTTP response 503 is now complete.
[0085] This process may be repeated for multiple re-
quests and responses, with the proxy server 104 in effect
inferring that a set of TCP payload data arriving at the
TCP client side socket and then passing through the TCP
server side socket relates to a request and that all the
TCP payload data that is then subsequently received at
the server side TCP socket before a new set of TCP
payload data is received at the client side socket 104a
relates to a response to that request.

Determining identity of a content server

[0086] As mentioned above, in some examples, the
proxy server obtains the identity of the manifest origin
server 110a or the video origin server to determine, as
the case may be, whether that server is known to host

ABR manifest files or ABR video content. To that end,
the proxy server 104 may identify an origin server 110 in
a number of different ways. In one example, the proxy
server 104 identifies the origin server 110 using informa-
tion read from one or more messages exchanged be-
tween the client 102a and the origin server 110 in a se-
curity protocol handshake used to secure the connection
between the two.
[0087] For example, if the security Protocol used is TLS
or SSL, the client sends a standard ’CLIENT HELLO’
message to the origin server 110 to initiate the handshake
and this CLIENT HELLO’ message includes the Server
Name Identifier (SNI) field which holds the Uniform Re-
source Locator (URL), e.g. XYZ.com, of the origin server
110. The proxy server 104 may read the SNI field when
’CLIENT HELLO’ message when forwarding the ’CLIENT
HELLO’ message and hence obtain the URL of the origin
server 110. Alternatively, the proxy server 104 may parse
a message sent from the origin server 110 that includes
the origin server’s 110 digital certificate which in turn in-
cludes the origin server’s 110 URL to obtain the URL of
the origin server 110.
[0088] Alternatively, the proxy server 104 identifies the
origin server 110 using information read from one or more
of the messages exchanged between the client 102a and
the proxy server 104 in the TCP handshake used to es-
tablish the first TCP connection 302a between the two.
For example, the initial TCP SYN sent from the client
device 102a to the origin server 110 but which is inter-
cepted by the proxy server 104 is carried by an IP packet
that has the IP address of the origin server 110 in its
destination address field. The proxy server 104 may use
this destination IP address as an identifier of the origin
server 110, either directly, or by performing a reverse
Domain Name Sever (DNS) lookup on the IP address to
obtain the corresponding URL of the origin server 110.

Determining Live ABR video segment playback duration

[0089] The Internet draft document (HTTP Live
Streaming draft-pantos-http-live-streaming-18) that de-
scribes the protocol for HTTP live streaming specifies in
section 6.3.4 how frequently a client can attempt to reload
the manifest file. More specifically, that section defines
that when a client loads a manifest file for the first time
or reloads a manifest file and determines that the mani-
fest file has changed since the last time it is loaded the
client must wait for at least the playback duration of the
individual video segments of the presentation before at-
tempting to reload the manifest file again. That is to say,
for example, if the duration of each video segment is,
say, 5s, the client must wait for at least 5s before attempt-
ing to reload the manifest file again. That section also
defines that if the client reloads a manifest file and finds
that it has not changed since the previous load then the
client must wait for a period of one-half the playback du-
ration of the individual video segments of the presenta-
tion before re-trying. That is to say, for example, if the
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duration of each video segment is, say, 5s, the client
must wait for at least 2.5s before attempting to reload the
manifest file again.
[0090] Similar constraints on the frequency with which
a client may request a manifest file are defined in the
document that sets out the MPEG-DASH protocol.
[0091] Accordingly, by measuring the difference be-
tween the time at which the request for the manifest file
at step 401 is received and the time at which the request
for the manifest file at step 421 is received, and the time
differences between other successive requests for the
manifest file being received, the proxy server 104 may
determine an estimate for the playback duration of the
video segments being downloaded. For example, if mul-
tiple such time difference measurements are performed
and the proxy server 104 determines that some succes-
sive manifest file requests are received at a time differ-
ence T (e.g. 5s) and other successive manifest file re-
quests are received at a time difference T/2 (e.g. 2.5s),
the proxy server 104 may determine that the playback
duration is T (e.g. 5s).
[0092] It will be appreciated that the average video play
back data rate of any given portion of an ABR stream is
the number of bits in that portion divided by the video
playback time of that portion. Accordingly, having deter-
mined the playback duration T of the video segments
being downloaded, the proxy server 104 may estimate
the video playback bitrate of any given segment by di-
viding the determined data size of the response carrying
that segment by the playback duration T which is indic-
ative of the video resolution of that segment. The proxy
server 104 may monitor the estimated video playback
bitrate of segments through a download session and gen-
erate an analytical record of that video playback bitrate.
[0093] Furthermore, having determined the playback
duration T the proxy server 104 may more accurately
optimize the ABR stream being delivered to the client.

Miscellaneous aspects

[0094] The pattern or patterns of responses that the
proxy server 104 is configured to identify as being con-
sistent with that of a Live ABR streaming session may
vary from usage to usage. For example, a pattern may
comprise a set number of first response types that each
has a data size consistent with that expected of a man-
ifest file of an ABR presentation with one or more further
second response types being received between each
pair of the first response types, each of the second re-
sponse types having a data size consistent with that ex-
pected for a video segment of a live ABR presentation.
[0095] The pattern may comprise a set number of first
response types that each has a data size consistent with
that expected of a manifest file of an ABR wherein the
first response types are received at a substantially reg-
ular period that is consistent with the period with which
client typically reloads a manifest file during a Live ABR
streaming session.

[0096] In some examples, the pattern may depend up-
on whether or not a server providing responses has been
identified, for example using techniques described
above, as a server that provides either Live ABR manifest
files or live ABR video content. If such an identification
is made, the pattern may involve fewer responses that
is the case if such an identification is not made.
[0097] In some examples, proxy server 104 may con-
tinue to monitor subsequent request and responses in
the dataflow and the pattern of responses deviates from
that expected for Live ABR, indicating that the dataflow
has been miss-classified as Live ABR, the proxy server
104 may revoke the live ABR classification for the data-
flow.
[0098] In the above described example, a manifest file
is presented as being a single standalone file. In other
examples, depending on the exact Live ABR protocol
being used, a client may initially download a master man-
ifest file (i.e. master playlist file) that itself references the
addresses of multiple other variant-manifest files (i.e. var-
iant-playlist files) each one being a manifest file (i.e. play-
list file) for a given one of the available video segment
variants. After receiving the initial master manifest file,
the client the selects a variant-manifest file of a video
segment variant having a quality that is appropriate for
the current bandwidth available to the client. The client
then requests video segments using that particular var-
iant manifest file and reloads that particular variant man-
ifest file as and when necessary. Later, for example if
there is a change in bandwidth conditions, the client may
request an alternative one of the available variant-man-
ifest files (i.e. one that is more appropriate for the
changed bandwidth conditions) and request video seg-
ments using that alternative variant manifest file and the
reload that alternative variant manifest file as and when
necessary. This process may repeat as when bandwidth
conditions change or whenever the client determines that
it needs to request segment variants of a type that it does
not have a variant-manifest file for.
[0099] In the above described example, a dataflow oc-
curs over a single split TCP connection 204a, 204b es-
tablished between the client 102a and an origin server
110. It is well known that many video playback client ap-
plications running on client devices will cause multiple
TCP connections to be opened with a video server when
downloading a video from that video server. The multiple
TCP connections may be opened sequentially e.g. a first
TCP connection may be opened and segments 1 and 2
of the video downloaded over it before the connection is
closed and then a second TCP connection is then opened
and segments 3 and 4 of the video downloaded over it
before the connection is closed and so on.
[0100] Accordingly, the proxy server 104 may record
the details of a split TCP connection 204a, 204b opened
between the client 102a and the origin server 110 and
may associate subsequently opened split TCP connec-
tions that have the same IP quadruplet (i.e. client IP ad-
dress and TCP port, server IP address and TCP port) as
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the first connection as all belonging to same "download
event" or dataflow. By effectively aggregating all of these
split TCP connections together and treating them as a
single split TCP connection, the proxy server 104 is able
to monitor the entire downloading of the video and can
accurately classify the downloading and control it as de-
scribed above.
[0101] A client application running on a client device
may also cause multiple TCP connections to be opened
in parallel in order to download content from a content
server using all of the opened TCP connections concur-
rently. For example a video client application can open
multiple concurrent TCP connections to a video content
store if the video and audio streams of a video to be
downloaded are to be downloaded separately. Alterna-
tively, a video client application may open multiple con-
current TCP connections to a video content store in order
to download video segments in parallel to increase over-
all throughput. As with the example of sequentially
opened split TCP connections discussed above, the
proxy server 104 may aggregate multiple concurrent split
TCP connections together at a session level (based on
their common IP quadruplet), effectively treating them as
a single split TCP connection, allowing the downloading
to be characterised correctly as an ABR streaming down-
load and controlled in the manner described above.
[0102] In general, video players will use sets of parallel
flows opened sequentially over the duration of the video.
[0103] In the example described above with respect to
Figure 3, a secure connection between the client 102a
and the manifest file origin server 110a is established
before the manifest file is downloaded (or re-download-
ed) to the client 102a (i.e. the manifest file itself is en-
crypted). In other examples, the manifest file may be
downloaded to the client 102a over a non-secure con-
nection (i.e. the manifest file is not encrypted) and a se-
cure connection between the client 102a and the video
origin server 110b is then established for the download-
ing of the actual video segments.
[0104] In some examples, often, if a client and a server
establish a first secure TCP connection (i.e. they set up
a TCP connection and successfully perform a TLS/SSL
handshake over it) and then close that first connection
and immediately open a new second TCP connection, in
order to secure the second TCP connection, the client
and server use an abbreviated TLS/SSL handshake. The
abbreviated TLS/SSL handshake re-uses the TLS/SSL
session parameters established for the first connection.
This avoids having to repeat a full handshake over the
second connection but results in the SNI and/or server
certificate not being transmitted over the new connection.
[0105] In examples where the proxy server 104 aggre-
gates multiple split TCP connections together, effectively
treating them as a single split TCP connection, the proxy
server 104 is able to make use of domain information
that is only obtainable from the full TLS/SSL handshake
used over the initially established connection for each of
the aggregated connections.

Example configuration of a Proxy Server

[0106] It should also be noted that at least some of the
operations for the methods may be implemented using
software instructions stored on a computer useable stor-
age medium for execution by a computer. As an example,
an embodiment of a computer program product includes
a computer useable storage medium to store a computer
readable program that, when executed on a computer,
causes the computer to perform operations, as described
hereinbefore.
[0107] Reference is now made to Figure 6 for illustrat-
ing a simplified block diagram of a computer system 900
that is suitable for use in practicing the exemplary em-
bodiments. In particular embodiments, the computer sys-
tem 900 described in Figure 6 is configured for commu-
nications using the Internet Protocol (IP) suite of stand-
ards. In one embodiment, the computer system 900 may
be implemented as the proxy server 104.
[0108] In an embodiment, the computer system 900
includes processing means such as at least one data
processor 902, storing means including a data buffer 904
and at least one computer-readable memory 906 storing
computer instruction 908 including an operating system,
e.g, Linux. The computer system 900 further includes
communicating means such as one or more network in-
terfaces 910 which may be used to receive and send
data as described above.
[0109] The computer instructions 908 comprises a set
of instructions that, when executed by the associated
processor 902, enable the computer system 900 to op-
erate in accordance with the exemplary embodiments
described above. In these regards the exemplary em-
bodiments may be implemented at least in part by com-
puter software stored on the memory 904, or by hard-
ware, or by a combination of tangibly stored software and
hardware (and tangibly stored firmware).
[0110] Various embodiments of the computer readable
memory 906 include any data storage technology type
which is suitable to the local technical environment, in-
cluding but not limited to semiconductor based memory
devices, magnetic memory devices and systems, optical
memory devices and systems, fixed memory, removable
memory, disc memory, flash memory, DRAM, SRAM,
EEPROM and the like. Various embodiments of the proc-
essor 902 include but are not limited to general purpose
computers, special purpose computers, microproces-
sors, digital signal processors (DSPs) and multi-core
processors.
[0111] Although at least some aspects of the embod-
iments described herein with reference to the drawings
comprise computer processes performed in processing
systems or processors, the invention also extends to
computer programs, particularly computer programs on
or in a carrier, adapted for putting the invention into prac-
tice. The program may be in the form of non-transitory
source code, object code, a code intermediate source
and object code such as in partially compiled form, or in
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any other non-transitory form suitable for use in the im-
plementation of processes according to the invention.
The carrier may be any entity or device capable of car-
rying the program. For example, the carrier may comprise
a storage medium, such as a solid-state drive (SSD) or
other semiconductor-based RAM; a ROM, for example
a CD ROM or a semiconductor ROM; a magnetic record-
ing medium, for example a floppy disk or hard disk; optical
memory devices in general; etc.
[0112] It is to be understood that any feature described
in relation to any one embodiment may be used alone,
or in combination with other features described, and may
also be used in combination with one or more features
of any other of the embodiments, or any combination of
any other of the embodiments. Furthermore, equivalents
and modifications not described above may also be em-
ployed without departing from the scope of the invention,
which is defined in the accompanying claims.

Claims

1. A method for classifying a dataflow that is being
downloaded to a client (102) over a data network
(106, 108) from at least a first server (110) as being
a live Adaptive Bit Rate, ABR, stream, wherein the
method is implemented by an intermediate network
entity (104) that is between the client (102) and the
at least a first server (110) in the data network (106,
108), the method comprising;
monitoring a sequence of Layer 7 requests sent from
the client (102) and a corresponding sequence of
Layer 7 responses sent to the client (102) that pass
through intermediate network entity (104) in respect
of the dataflow, characterized in that the monitoring
comprises monitoring the dataflow at Layer 4 or be-
low in order to measure a data size of each Layer 7
response in the sequence of Layer 7 responses;
determining, based on the monitoring, that the se-
quence of Layer 7 responses comprises a pattern of
Layer 7 responses that is consistent with that ex-
pected of a live ABR stream;
classifying, in response to said determining, the da-
taflow as being a live Adaptive Bit Rate, ABR, stream.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein measuring the data
size of each Layer 7 response in the sequence of
Layer 7 responses comprises measuring TCP pay-
load data received at a first TCP socket (104b) and
written to a second TCP socket (104a) for transmis-
sion to the client.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the pattern
of Layer 7 responses comprises at least two Layer
7 responses each having a measured data size that
is consistent with that of a Layer 7 response carrying
an ABR manifest file (201).

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the pattern of Layer
7 responses comprises one or more Layer 7 re-
sponses each having a measured data size that is
consistent with that of a Layer 7response carrying
an ABR media segment (203) and wherein the one
or more Layer 7 responses each having a measured
data size that is consistent with that of a Layer 7
response carrying an ABR media segment (203) are
between the at least two Layer 7 responses each
having a measured data size that is consistent with
that of a Layer 7 response carrying an ABR manifest
file (201).

5. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising determining a value for a playback
duration of media segments (201) in the data flow.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein determining a value
for a playback duration of media segments (201) in
the data flow comprises measuring the frequency at
which the client (102) sends Layer 7 requests that
have corresponding Layer 7 responses that have da-
ta sizes that are consistent with carrying an ABR
manifest file (201).

7. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising obtaining the identity of a server
(110) with which the client (102) communicates to
download the dataflow and using the identity to de-
termine that the server (110) is one known to provide
ABR manifest files and/or ABR media segments.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein obtaining the identity
of a server comprises inspecting a message ex-
changed between the client and the content server
in a handshake for establishing a secure connection.

9. Apparatus comprising a processing system ar-
ranged to implement the method of any of claims 1
to 8.

10. A computer programme comprising a set of instruc-
tions, which, when executed by a processing system
causes the system to implement the method of any
of claims 1 to 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Klassifizieren eines Datenflusses,
der über ein Datennetzwerk (106, 108) von mindes-
tens einem ersten Server (110) auf einen Client (102)
als ein in Echtzeit adaptiver ABR-Bitratenstrom he-
runtergeladen wird, wobei das Verfahren durch eine
Zwischennetzwerkeinheit (104) implementiert wird,
die sich zwischen dem Client (102) und dem min-
destens einen ersten Server (110) in dem Daten-
netzwerk (106, 108) befindet, wobei das Verfahren
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umfasst:

Überwachen einer Sequenz von Schicht-7-An-
fragen, die von dem Client (102) gesendet wer-
den, und einer entsprechenden Sequenz von
Schicht-7-Antworten, die an den Client (102) ge-
sendeten werden, die in Bezug auf den Daten-
fluss durch die Zwischennetzwerkeinheit (104)
laufen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das
Überwachen ein Überwachen des Datenflusses
an Schicht 4 oder darunter umfasst, um eine Da-
tengröße von jeder Schicht-7-Antwort in der Se-
quenz von Schicht-7-Antworten zu messen;
Bestimmen, basierend auf dem Überwachen,
dass die Sequenz von Schicht-7-Antworten ein
Muster von Schicht-7-Antworten umfasst, das
mit dem von einem Echtzeit-ABR-Strom erwar-
teten Muster übereinstimmt;
Klassifizieren, als Antwort auf das Bestimmen,
des Datenflusses als einen in Echtzeit adaptiven
ABR-Bitratenstrom.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei Messen der Da-
tengröße jeder Schicht-7-Antwort in der Sequenz
der Schicht-7-Antworten Messen von TCP-Nutzlast-
daten umfasst, die an einem ersten TCP-Socket
(104b) empfangen und zur Übertragung an den Cli-
ent in einen zweiten TCP-Socket (104a) geschrie-
ben werden.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, wobei
das Muster von Schicht-7-Antworten mindestens
zwei Schicht-7-Antworten umfasst, die jeweils eine
gemessene Datengröße aufweisen, die mit der einer
Schicht-7-Antwort, die eine ABR-Manifestdatei
(201) trägt, übereinstimmt.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Muster von
Schicht-7-Antworten eine oder mehrere Schicht-7-
Antworten umfasst, die jeweils eine gemessene Da-
tengröße aufweisen, die mit der einer Schicht-7-Ant-
wort, die ein ABR-Mediensegment (203) trägt, über-
einstimmt, und wobei die eine oder mehreren
Schicht-7-Antworten, die jeweils eine gemessene
Datengröße aufweisen, die mit der einer Schicht-7-
Antwort, die ein ABR-Mediensegment (203) trägt,
übereinstimmt, zwischen den mindestens zwei
Schicht-7-Antworten liegen, die jeweils eine gemes-
sene Datengröße aufweisen, die mit der einer
Schicht-7-Antwort, die eine ABR-Manifestdatei
(201) trägt, übereinstimmt.

5. Verfahren für einen der vorherigen Ansprüche, wo-
bei das Verfahren ferner Bestimmen eines Wertes
für eine Wiedergabedauer von Mediensegmenten
(201) in dem Datenfluss umfasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei Bestimmen eines

Wertes für eine Wiedergabedauer von Medienseg-
menten (201) in dem Datenfluss Messen der Fre-
quenz umfasst, mit der der Client (102) Schicht-7-
Anfragen sendet, die entsprechende Schicht-7-Ant-
worten aufweisen, die Datengrößen aufweisen, die
mit dem Tragen einer ABR-Manifestdatei (201) über-
einstimmen.

7. Verfahren nach einem der vorherigen Ansprüche,
wobei das Verfahren ferner das Erhalten der Identität
eines Servers (110) umfasst, mit dem der Client
(102) kommuniziert, um den Datenfluss herunterzu-
laden, und Verwenden der Identität, um zu bestim-
men, dass der Server (110) einer ist, von dem be-
kannt ist, dass er ABR-Manifestdateien und/oder
ABR-Mediensegmente bereitstellt.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei Erhalten der
Identität eines Servers Inspizieren einer zwischen
dem Client und dem Inhaltsserver ausgetauschten
Nachricht in einem Handshake zum Herstellen einer
sicheren Verbindung umfasst.

9. Vorrichtung umfassend ein Verarbeitungssystem,
das eingerichtet ist, das Verfahren nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 8 zu implementieren.

10. Computerprogramm umfassend einen Satz von An-
weisungen, der, wenn von einem Verarbeitungssys-
tem ausgeführt, das System veranlasst, das Verfah-
ren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8 zu implemen-
tieren.

Revendications

1. Procédé de classement d’un flux de données qui est
téléchargé vers un dispositif client (102) sur un ré-
seau de données (106, 108) à partir d’au moins un
premier serveur (110), en tant qu’un flux à débit bi-
naire adaptatif, ABR, en direct, où le procédé est mis
en œuvre par une entité de réseau intermédiaire
(104) qui se situe entre le dispositif client (102) et
l’au moins un premier serveur (110) dans le réseau
de données (106, 108), le procédé comprenant les
étapes consistant à :

surveiller une séquence de demandes de cou-
che 7 envoyées par le dispositif client (102) et
une séquence correspondante de réponses de
couche 7 envoyées au dispositif client (102) les-
quelles transitent par l’entité de réseau intermé-
diaire (104), en ce qui concerne le flux de don-
nées, l’étape de surveillance étant caractérisée
en ce qu’elle consiste à surveiller le flux de don-
nées au niveau de la couche 4, ou d’une couche
inférieure, afin de mesurer une taille de données
de chaque réponse de couche 7 dans la séquen-
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ce de réponses de couche 7 ;
déterminer, sur la base de l’étape de surveillan-
ce, que la séquence de réponses de couche 7
comprend un motif de réponses de couche 7 qui
est conforme à celui attendu d’un flux ABR en
direct ;
classer, en réponse à ladite étape de détermi-
nation, le flux de données, en tant qu’un flux à
débit binaire adaptatif, ABR, en direct.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de mesure de la taille de données de chaque répon-
se de couche 7 dans la séquence de réponses de
couche 7 consiste à mesurer des données de charge
utile de protocole TCP reçues sur une première prise
TCP (104b) et écrites sur une seconde prise TCP
(104a), en vue d’une transmission au dispositif client.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, dans lequel le motif de réponses de couche 7 com-
prend au moins deux réponses de couche 7 présen-
tant chacune une taille de données mesurée qui est
conforme à celle d’une réponse de couche 7 trans-
portant un fichier manifeste ABR (201).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le mo-
tif de réponses de couche 7 comprend une ou plu-
sieurs réponses de couche 7 présentant chacune
une taille de données mesurée qui est conforme à
celle d’une réponse de couche 7 transportant un seg-
ment multimédia ABR (203), et dans lequel les une
ou plusieurs réponses de couche 7 présentant cha-
cune une taille de données mesurée qui est confor-
me à celle d’une réponse de couche 7 transportant
un segment multimédia ABR (203) se situent entre
les au moins deux réponses de couche 7 présentant
chacune une taille de données mesurée qui est con-
forme à celle d’une réponse de couche 7 transpor-
tant un fichier manifeste ABR (201).

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, le procédé comprenant en outre l’éta-
pe consistant à déterminer une valeur pour une du-
rée de lecture de segments multimédias (201) dans
le flux de données.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’étape
de détermination d’une valeur pour une durée de
lecture de segments multimédias (201) dans le flux
de données comprend l’étape consistant à mesurer
la fréquence à laquelle le dispositif client (102) en-
voie des demandes de couche 7 qui présentent des
réponses de couche 7 correspondantes dont les
tailles de données sont conformes au transport d’un
fichier manifeste ABR (201).

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, le procédé comprenant en outre l’éta-

pe consistant à obtenir l’identité d’un serveur (110)
avec lequel le dispositif client (102) communique
pour télécharger le flux de données, et l’étape con-
sistant à utiliser l’identité en vue de déterminer que
le serveur (110) est un serveur connu pour fournir
des fichiers manifestes ABR et/ou des segments
multimédias ABR.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape
d’obtention de l’identité d’un serveur comprend l’éta-
pe consistant à inspecter un message échangé entre
le dispositif client et le serveur de contenu au cours
d’un établissement de liaison pour établir une con-
nexion sécurisée.

9. Appareil comprenant un système de traitement con-
çu pour mettre en œuvre le procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 8.

10. Programme informatique comprenant un ensemble
d’instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par un
système de traitement, amènent le système à mettre
en œuvre le procédé selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 8.
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